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RESEMBLANCE, UNIVERSALS, AND CONCEPTS
f-f-lHE
remark that the term universal has been, and
is
used in widely diverse sensesis, of course, a
I still
Icommonplace.
In the course of some of the foregoing chaptefs,an attempt has been made to indicate that,
as well as the reasonswhy, the present work is concemed
not at all with the "concrete universal"; or with any
vadation on that conception.
It may be well to notice that, as mattet of. fact, the teffi
^
univetsal has been used (over and over
agan) to refer to an
nature;
alleged cornrnon
o4 agti'n, as referdng to a form
cornmon to two ot rnore pafticulars, or instances, of
substances.
And it is said in this regard (and no less often) that these
colnmon natures or forms are common to individuals (or
paticulars or instances)that resemble
each other in tespect
of the cofllmon nature-the universal-they have "in
common".
For that reason alone, it may be suggestedthat any
inquify whatever into the nature of universalsmust petforce
dedve ftom a piot analysisof resemblance.
If we mean by a universal any being repeatedin two cases
of itself, it would seemthat any resemblance,in the firct one
of the two primafy sensesof resemblancemade out above,
is a univetsal. Thus, fot example, 11 and f constitute a
univetsal. This would be true of resemblancesin our
first detivative senseof the tem; flamely that of cornplexes
of repeatedqualitative identities or resemblances.
Even so, it mdy be urged, this view of the matter does
not even touch upon thoseuniversalsdesignatedby abstract
nouns and abstract adjectives. In order to do so we shall
have to retrace our stepsa few paces.
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It hasbeenindicated above that there may be flo common
natufe or form propeily and uniquely designated "resemblance", of "resemblanceas such". It is utged, we have
noticed, that things (or qualities, ot telations) called by the
samename must, therefoter.havesomething in common.
One fallacy in the specioussame-nameargument has been
examined above,(l) and, perhaps, need not be entered into
again.
Moteover, as we have seen above, the nature or form
assumedto be common to all resemblanceswhatevet could
be no determinateresemblance,such as that of rwo hues of
the same chfoma, intensityl and saturation. No more
could this alleged cornmon nature be any t^nge of determinate tesemblances,no mattef how extensive or comprehensive in scope. Therefore, the alleged cornmon
nature in question could only be something or other that
were distinct ftom any determinate resemblancewhatever.
As distinct from any determinate resernblance,sucbas
rwo medallions drawn from the samemould, resemblance
as suclt would be distinct both from any determinate
tesemblance,such as f1, r.2,attd any fange ot tanges of
'that
feasorl alone,
determinate tesemblances. For
resemblance-as-such
abstract
resemblance
- would be
resemblance-indeterminate. And the alleged being that
were indeterminate could not be distinct Trom nolhing.
As hasbeenpointed out above,if we acceptthe tautology,
to be is to be determinate,
then, we accept the consequence
that to be is to be dtterninate means what is meant by to be
distinct fron arytbing wbateuer. If an asserted being were
not distinct from at least one other being of some soft, it
would be distinct from nothing at all. Therefore, "it"
would be nothing.
Let us now feveft to the two sensesof the term universal
indicated above. It may be plain that mutatit nutandis,
the considerations advanced in the foregoing paragraphs
apply to universals.
Thete could be no absttact universal of universals-no
(1) Chapter IX.
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abstract univenal, or abstract resemblance-colnmon to
all determinate universals.
No more could there be a universal being that were
designated by an abstract noun or adjective, such as
"fedness".
Either "fedness" designatesany t\firocasesof a red hue of
the same chroma, intensity, and satuation, or it refers to
some range or other of teds. On the first alternative, the
universal (or resemblance)evinced is not abstract, in any
one of the four sensesindicatedabove.
On the secondalternative we afe again back on no less
familiar ground.
The referent of "redness" could hardly be any one red
hue repeatedin tvro casesof itself. No more iould that

Yet it is clear that we do make sensiblestatementsthat

noun or adjective?
Hete again we must retraceour steps. \Wehave noticed
that neither the term resemblancenor, mutatismatandis,the
t9rm "universal", may have a single referent. And,
therefore, we have seen that neither lesemblance nor iti
cotrelative term universal may have a connotation propef
and peculiar to either one of the two terms.
Yet to find either or both of those abstracttems to be
without a referent thar would be proper and peculiar to
it, is not to conclude that eithei term is meaningless.
The term resemblance(and, difierences in detail allowed
fot, the term universal) is not a qualifying predicate. In
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any case of the use of an abstract nonn of adjectivewhether it be resemblance, universal, or, fot example,
colour-the abstractnoun or adjective thus in use is per se
a term vetbal. In any caseof the use of such terms, the
term will derive its connotation from its contefi. Thus to
say that my copy of Nders to tlte Searesemblesyout copy in
vatious respects is to use the tetm tesemblance(or the
term universal) to refer to the qualitative identities, and the
analogous resemblances,however comPlex and diffused,
of which that factual tesemblanceconsists. And a resemof the term we have
blance, in any one of the four__senses
noticed above,is a universal. Thus the teferent in question
is a described mattet of. any such contents of PercePtion,
imagination or judgment.
The meaning of the term resemblance(and, nutatis
natandis, that of the term universal) thus dedves from the
connotation of the context in which it is used. That
context may be compatatively simple, as in the descdption
of two casesof azurite. 04 agzin, that context may be
rather elaborate; as in the compadson of rwo Ionic
Capitols. In any case,the terrn resemblance,or the term
universal, will neither mean nor even designatemofe than
is meant by the connotation of its context.
The secondone of the two primary sensesof resemblance,
together with its derivative sense,temain to be considered.
The following pages will be concetned in part with
resemblancesthat are diverse, yet aflalogous.
It has beenpointed out above that comparing individuals
as more or less resemblingin point of theit
or substances
several qualities is not the same as compadng dif,erent*
qualities in point of degreesof resemblance.
Thus t'wo postage stampsof the sameissueand denomination may be compared as having more in common with
each other than with some other stamp of a dilferent issue
and denomination. In this (and any othet) comparison of
individuals as more or less resembling, the phrase "more
resembling" means thx nunericalll more resemblances
(whether exactor analogical)are repeatedin the tu/o stamPs
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of the same issue and denomination than arterepeated in
eithet (or both) of those individuals, ot in a stamp of any
other issue. The meaning of "less resembling" in statements about individuals thus compated is the converse
of this. Any pafu of twins might have in common with
each other more enumerablecharacteristicsthan either (or
both) of them would have in cotnmon with their closest
friend. And statementsto that effect about those twins
and theh friend would have a referent in the enumemble
(because discriminated) characteristics that would be
repeatedin the trvins.
Yet, to compare individuals in point of the nunber of
charactedsticsrepeated in them is not to compare single
qualities or reiations as being more or less resembling. A
compadson of two moths as being the samein the nerve
structure of their ferned arLtenrraisa comparisonof the t'wo
insectsin point of those two charactedsticsin respectof
which those qualities or relations are either analogous or
the same: it is not a compadson of the nerve-structureof a
wing with the stfucture of the ferned antenne.
Thus, in the comparison of S, and S, with Ss1'ilre 2re
compadng those individuals in point of the number of the
repeatedor analogouscharacteristicsth^t may be repeated
in thosethreeindividuals. But in the comparisonof single
qualities,such asorangeand a yellow, we are not comparing
individuals in point of the number of qualities repeatedin
them; tathe4 we
comparing the single qualities
^re
themselves.
Before going on to this latter form of compadson,
ho'wever, it may be well to notice that, in comparing
individuals of whatever chatacte4 in respect ol their
complexesof qualities and relations, \ile may speakof them
as "more or less" resembling,in point of quality or relation
without contradicting ourselves.
Thus, t'u/o individuals may resembleeach othet wholly
in att respects that ate wholly the same. That is to say,
simply, that they have more respectsin common with each
other than they have in cofirmon with anything else.
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Consequently,when a substanceSt (or an individual I)
is said to resembleS, more than S, resemblesSs, this will
be true on the basis of a number of resemblancesor
qualitative identities found in S, and in S, that is superior
to the numbet of resemblancesfound in St and Sr. In any
such context, whetein substancesare comParedin respectof
self-identical resemblancescornmon to them, the phrase
"more resembling", ot an equivalent phrase, will refer to
the set of resemblanceswhose number, in the caseof St and
Sr, is supetior to the number of resemblancesthat ate found

substancesmay be cornparedas rnore ot less resembling.
Let Q consistof qualitiesc, d, e, i g; let L consistof b, d,
€, x, g, and let J consist of a, rt, o, P, B. Then the complex
Q *d the complex L will have three qualities, d, e, g, in
cofirmofl; whereaswith J they will have in common only
the one quality, g. The statement,"Q resemblesL more
than it tesemblesJ", *iil have as its referent a discriminated
matter of. fact; viz., the qualities which complex Q has in
cotrunon with complex L, as well as the singie quality that
Q and L have in common with the complex J.
\7e have seenthat this fotm of compadsondoes not take
account of the comparison of degreesof quality or relation.
The fact of suchcomparisonsthus remainsto be consideqed.
It is sometimesheld that comparisonsof single qualities as
resemblingeachothet more or lessare comparisonsof them
in point of degreesof some resemblanceor other. Thus,
a certain hue will be said to be mote like ted than yellow,
becauseit is red to a degreehighet than the degteeto which
it is yellow.
Yet, on a logic of contradictodes, a quality may not be
itself more or less. For A is A absolutely,not A is A to
this or that degree. \Wheneverwe are comparing either
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substancesor complexes or qualities, we may speak of a
superior number oi common qualities m r.tp.tior degree
of tesemblance,if it be convenient to do "so. But to rifer

T-etus agalr-take the e:rampleof hues. It is frequently
said that no hue is definable. And there is a sense in
which this position in that regard is well assured. But to

Hues which are close to each other on the colour circle
ate sometimes called analogous
hues. This seemsa good
narne for hues. For it may remind us that orange is to
yeilow and red, as red is to orange and purple, and so on.
Thus, the statement,"ofange standsbetweenyellow and
ted in the order of analogous hues", identifies ltnJ orunge
hue and rio other hue. For it is of the nature of art
orange hue that it is to yellow and red, as red is to orange
and pqple. And it is of the natue on! of.an orange hue
that this is true. All hues which
to vellow and red as
^te
ted is to orange and purple
otange. To r"y that otange
^te is to orange and purple is to
is not to yellow and red as red
say that an orange hue is not ofange.
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Any hue may be defined, or identified, by a statementof
its position in the order of analogous hues. With this in
mind, we may go on to ask what is meant by the statement
that this order or that order is intrinsic.
Let us consider, first of all, a point that is so simple that
it may seemiaughably simple-minded. This point is that
a green hue (say) is bet'weenyellow and blue in the analogous order of hues becauseit is a green. The logic of
the "because" here is apagogic. To say that a green is not
between yellow and blue, in the analogous otder of hues,
is to say thzt a green is not a green. This is tnte, mutatis
m*tandis, of. zny hue in that order. The reason why blue is
to purple and green as orange is to yellow and red is that
blue is blue.
Let us considet, next, that the blue charactet of a blue is
intrinsic to it. That is to say,if we like, that the existenceof
a blue requiresan efficient cause,but that the being of a blue,
is its formal cause. Any blue is what it is. And so with
any quality ot relation. The reason for this is apagogic.
To say thatany blue is not what it is, is to say thata blue is
not blue.
Now whenevef we considet these two points togethet,
we may find that they bring out what is meant by the
and alstatementthat the order of hues is intrinsic to
^nywhere it
hues. 7e have noticed thzt any hue wili stand
standsin the otder of hues becauseit is that hue. This is
to say that nothing inttinsic to (say)orange is requisite for
an understanding of why it is that orange stands between
yeilow and red. It is of the nature of any otange hue that
this should be so. This is to say simply that it is of the
nature of. any hue whatever that it should stand where it'
stands in the order of hues. In no case is anything
extrinsic to the order of hues involved. Red, orange,
yellow, green, blue, and puqple, are Ln that order because
they are respectively pulple, blue, gteen, ]ellow and red.
This, then, is at least part of what it meansto say that the
ordet of hues is intrinsic to them. That order is in and of
those hues. It is in and of them becauseit consistsof them,
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It nay be well to point out the difierence between an

Wherever and whenever there may be an orange hue it is
tr.ueof it that it is to yellow and ted as blue is to gteen and
pqple in the order of hues.

hues which lie between the hues that arein question.
Thus there are more hues between blue-and red than

And in this there is nothing incompatible with the absolute
identity of a yellow.
And so we may notice agarn that there are two distinct
sensesof "degrees of resemblance". Two individuals, A
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and B, resemble each other more than they resemble a
third individual C when thete ate more qualities repeated
in A and B than in either of them and in C. And A and B
resembleeachother lessthan one of them resemblesC when
there are fewet qualities tepeated in A and B than are
repeatedin one of them and C. This holds also of complexes of qualities.
But singleanalogousqualitiesor relationsare rnore ot less
resembling as they are fleatet to, or futher ftom, a selected
quality in the orders which those respective qualities and
relationswholly constitute. Thus companblepositions in an
order will be the referents of statementsabout degreesof
resemblancein the qualities and relations thus ordered.
Taken and used in this sense,"degrees of resemblance"
refersnot at allto a relation of compatison; rather asso used,
that phrase is the name of neithet of a qualitative identity
that requires at least two srses of itself for its illusttation,
not of any rz'ngeof analogous resemblancesor universals.
For, in the present sense,"degreesof resemblance"is the
name not of a quality ot relation of any sott whatever, but
rathe4 of an order of this ot that quality ot telation. It is
this intdnsic range of any quality or arly telation that aIlotds
a referent for "degrees of resemblance" in point of the
intdnsic positions of the items thus otdered; items which
may be comparednot in themseivesalone, but as nearer to
or further from one another in theit tespective orders.
The main difierence between these two modes of compadson is that the one may be dyadic, whereasthe other is
at least riadic. Thus Spqr and Saqb may be compared in
point of ql and q2; and that compadson is dyadic. But
we cannot propetly say merely that"orange is nearet ted".
Orange is nearer red than (say) blue. And this sentence
is the statement of a triadic comparison. This is not to
forget that, "orange is next to red", is the statement of a
dyadic relation. It is only to remember that such sentencesafe not statementsof comparison. Any compadson
of trvo qualities A and B as being more or less like a third
quality C will require the third term of the comparison.
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Yet fot what teason, ooe may ask, would our advetse
critic discover that the examples in question are in one
ofder, tather than anothet? Now, mote often than not,
when we ask for the reasoflwhy such and such is the case,
we are asking about the premises,ot the gtound ftom which
Then again, we
the matter in question might be infered.
may ask about the causeof a thing, when we ask about the
feason ot "gtound" fot it.
The "gtound" of any inttinsic ordet whethet of qualities
or relations lies in the respectivequalities or relations thus
ordered. This meansthat the ground in question consists
of those items themselves.
The reasonin question is a tautology. Certain qualities
ate in this logical otder, mther than in that one, fot the
reason that those qualities are what they arc. The validity
of a tautology is demonstrable by apagogic reasoning.
For the contradictory of a tautology contradicts itself.
To say that orange might not be nearer red than blue is to
say that orange might not be orange.
This is not to say that whatever hue a fi:ta;nmay petceive
grapeffliit is demonsttableby apagogic
when he looks
^
^t
priori
1s256ning. Ptesumablymost of us
or any form of a
a gtaPeftit.
aware of a yellow hue when we look
^t it would be
^re if
in
colour
(as
green
fruit
were
But
fthe
in its infancy) the point would temain unalteted. Fot
this petceived hue wouid be neater yellow or blue than
red or orange. To say that this might not be the case
is to say that this green hue of a grapefnrit might not be
green.
But from the tautology tha;t any quality or relation will
stand whete it stends in an intrinsic otder becausethose
qualities ot telations are what they ate, nothing in patticular
may be infered.
That is to sayat least two things. First, that what m^n
^
will be aw^te of in this, ot.in that situation, is something that
is not demonstrablebefote the fact. For example,whete
most men will see red and green, a matr who is coloutblind will see shadesof grey. Yet, it rerrains true that red
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is to violet as violet is to blue; that green is to yellow as
yellow is to otange. And the darker shadesof grey
to
^tethe
middle dark as that shadeis to light grey. Second,that
anangementin which intrinsically ordered qualities exist is
independent of the intrinsic order in which those qualities
Various hues may be placed in any arrangementone
^te.
may prefer. Yet, it remains tfue that, in the intrinsic
order of hues,green is to blue as blue is to violet.
llrus we may notice again that, whereas the existenceand
anangement
of intrinsically ordered qualities and relations is
contingent, their intrinsic otder is necessary. \fhere and
when a rcd may exist, for example, and what may be the
hues surrounding it, are contingent rnattefs. Yet the
ordet in which the hues are to one another is not contingent,
but intrinsic. Any one arrangementof any hues whatever
might have been any other affangement of them. Yet the
intrinsic order of hues may not be otherwise than it is.
To say that red might not be to violet as violet is to blue
is to say that red might not be red.
Let us now reveft to amajot point that has beenlaboured
all along. We have noticed that there are two radically
difetent sensesof rcsemblance. There are reser{blances
(whether simple or complex) that arc qualitative identities
repeatedin at least two casesof themseives,and there ate
analogoustesemblances,no matter how wide or narrow in
flnge.
As an example of the sort of confusion that may result
from a failure to distinguish between the two basic senses
of resemblance, or universals, indicated above, let us
considet briefly the practice of taxonomy in botany.
Within that subdivision of biology, the terrn "taxonomy"
may be used to designateany method of classificationthat
seems enlightening. The subsequentparagtaphs will be
concemed mainly with flowering plants.
Almost any classification of fowering plants may be
based upon characteristics within widely vaded ranges
of the vegetable kingdom. For example, such bases of
dassification as environmental conditions, methods of
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obtaining food, usesin daily life, geographic distribution,
etc., are relied upon.
It is on such diverse and analogousgrounds that gtoups
such as land plants and watet plants; simple plants and
complex plants, ate classified.
Any such casesof analogousresemblancemly be closeor
distant; or, be quite distantly relatedto their main ancestors.
This is what somebotanistssaythey tneanby neat or rernote
relationshipsamong plants.
As in zoology, botanists tfy to classify organisms in
accordance with what is understood about their family
telationships. Sflhat may be called "blood relationship",
is the basis,it would seem,commonly used for the classifications of the otganisnrs constitutirg the vegetable
kingdom.
This is known as "phylogenetid' or natutal classification,
in conttast with "artifrcial" classification which may be
basedupon almost any other chamcteristicsof the plants,
even to the point of ignoring the fact of family telationship.
In using any such conceptions as a basis for any systematic classificationof flowering plants, we may well bear
in mind that close similarity usually indicates relatively
close relationships while dissimilatiry indicates telatively
distant relationships. That would be the casein any field
of existence.
Within this view of the rnatter, a speciesis regardedas a
group containing all of the individuals of.a certain gtoup of
plants that exist now or that existed in the past. The
French botanist, de Jussieu, defined a species as: The
perennial successionof similat individuals perpetuated by
genefation. Mere diferences in size, shape, colour of
body, etc., may not suffice to constitute diferent species.
Some speciesare represented by many individuals, such as
the western yellow pine, Pinusponderosa,whereas, in other
casesthere may be comparatively few individuals in a species
as it is known today, such as the Monterey cypress,
C*pressusnacrowpa. Thus we may notice that the number
of individuals of a group that exist now or in the past is
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not necessxtly a basic consideration in attiving at the
dominant charactetisticsof a species.
Individual plants within neat ranges of variations are
grouped togethet to constitute a_species. And, of course,

be
may
Iif.'-.otspecies
;trf;:
"""f#:ff:H.r:ntJ#
nk becausethey exhibit wider

rs is a fange of sPeciesas a
rls.
ss contexts available fot an
illustration of the point that frequently botanists wdte as
though they classifiEdflowedng pla''ts (fot otample) mainly
in reipea of chancteristics tepeated,.or strictly the sarne,
in th6 individuals under considetation. Taxonomy can
hardly be called uPon to sanction any such single-minded
devotion.
Often enough flowering plants ate classified as members
of a certain spicies on the basisof analogousresemblances
of a close or natrow fange. Conventional preoccupation
with resemblancesthat are qualitative identities repeated in
at least two casesof themselvestends to make us ovedook
analogous resemblancesas a fu broader basis of -ClassificatiJn. The result of this convenient oversight is
unfortunate. It issues in the bemusing assumPtion that
the usual classification of flowering plants is based on
tesemblancesthat are the saure. This ignores (at least by
suggestion) the wide ranges fot classification of tesemblaices that are at once closely divetse and analogous.
The resulting confusion is in some contexts of bewildering
scoPe.
*r" h",r. noticed above some of the teasonswhy abstract
nouns and adjectives are tetms verbal that derive theit
tespective controtations ftom their tespective conterts.
V" h"o" noticed also that thesetespectivecontextsare in
cach case conceived by virrue of a desciption of the
resemblances this or that term verbal is thus made to
designate.
Presumably it is rather plain that any description ot
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fesemblancesin our first senseof the term (whether those
resembfancesbe telatively simple ot complex) is a description of universals. Presumablyit is no less plain that,
ustatis nutandis, this applies without teservation to any
description of resemblancesin out second sense of the
term, in which resemblancesare divetse, yet more or less
closely analogous.
Usually, the descriptions of universals that determine
the context (and, thereby, the connotation) of absuact
nouns and adiectives will consist of descriptions of universals in both of the tadically diffetent sensesthat have
beenindicated.
Since the descriptions in question are conceived, they
ate properly called coflcePts.
Concepts engendet the contexts in thought and speech
that make terms vetbal into designations.
The referents of concepts are in part universals. Thus
we may realae that abstract norurs and adjectives, though
without any proper and peculiar tefetent, nevertheless
dedve their significance from their respective contexts.
Any such context will arise (in part, at least) from a description of universals,in any one or all of the four sensesof
resemblancethat have been consideted in the course of
this essay.

